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CATALOGUE NOTE
Painted from a vantage point across the Loing river, this exquisitely-detailed depiction
of the town of Moret belongs to an important series that Sisley completed during the

last decade of his life. Sisley cherished the beauty of Moret, notable for its mills built
upon a multi-arched bridge and its sturdy medieval architecture. The scene here
features a view of the town during the morning, when light from the east shines brightly
on the surface from the water. On the bank of the river are a woman and small child,
rendered with the same, precise horizontal strokes as the trees that rise above them.
More signs of early morning activity appear on the bridge on the right, as people
traverse the Loing.

Richard Shone discussed the appeal of this picturesque town: "The fame of Moret
rested not so much on what was found inside the town but on the view it presented
from across the Loing. Old flour and tanning mills clustered along the bridge; the river,
scattered with tiny islands, seemed more like a moat protecting the houses and
terraced gardens that, on either side the sturdy Porte de Bourgogne, in turn defended
the pinnacled tower of the church. Add to this the tree'lined walks along the river, the
continuous sound of water from the weir and the great wheels of the mills, the
houseboats and fishermen, and there was, as every guidebook exclaimed, 'a
captivating picture', a sight'worthy of the brush'. These supremely picturesque aspects
of Moret left Sisley unabashed. Gathered in one spot were the motifs that had
mesmerized him since he began to paint. Here were water, sky, reflections, a busy
riverside; the multi-arched bridge was for the artist the last in a long line of such
structures going back through Sèvres and St-Cloud and Hampton Court to Argenteuil
and Villeneuve-la-Garenne. Here was that conjunction of man-made and natural, the
interleaving of foliage and house fronts between sky and water" (R. Shone, Sis/ey,
London, 1992, p. 159).

The first owner of this picture was the Rouen-based industrialist François Depeaux
(1 853-1920), who was Sisley's most important patron during the last two decades of the
19th century. Depeaux was also a patron of Claude Monet, and he entertained the two
artists at his estate at Le Mesnil-Esnard and met with them in England. Sisley had also
spent time working at Depeaux's Swansea house in the late 1890s. This picture later
came into the possession of Léon Orosdi, whose works by Sisley ranked among the
most important in his prestigious collection of lmpressionist and post-lmpressionist art.

AUTHENTICATION
This work will be included in the new edition of the Catalogue Raisonné of Alfred Sisley
by François Daulte now being prepared by Galerie Brame &Lorenceau for the Comité
Alfred Sisley.

